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Under the new normal of economy, the relationship between economic benefits and company’s environmental behavior (green behavior) has long been the focus of scholars’ research, but less attention has been paid to the effect of financial performance on company’s green behavior in China as a developing country. Thus, by adopting a mixed methodology, we conduct a quantitative study by selecting 228 companies as samples with good and poor green behavior for comparative analysis, followed by a qualitative study of 20 specific cases, to analyze the complex relationship mechanism of how financial performance in terms of business solvency, profitability, and development ability affect company’s green behavior. The results indicate that business solvency, profitability, and development ability are strongly associated with company’s green behavior, respectively. This study contributes to the green behavior literature.

1. Introduction

In recent years, green development has become an important issue of companies given the growing public concern for environmental protection issues [1, 2]. As the most important participants in economic activities, companies tend to ignore environmental pollution while actively pursuing economic benefits. They will be alert to environmental protection only when problems arise. So, is economic benefit necessarily contradictory to company’s green behavior? In fact, there has been no answer given to this issue.

Extant studies try to elaborate the relationship between corporate financial and environmental performance and its nature in mature market economies from various theoretical perspectives [3]. For instance, drawing on the resource-based theory, Wu et al. evidenced that a firm’s sustainable efficiency and competitive advantage rely on its capabilities and diverse resources which cannot be replicated by its competitors [4]. Utilizing the stakeholder theory, El Ghoul et al. believed that a firm who has better corporate environmental performance is provided with a lower cost of capital since it decreases business risk by forming stakeholder satisfaction and goodwill [5]. In addition, most other studies concentrate on unidirectional causality of measuring the impact of corporate environmental performance on financial performance [3, 6]. However, slack resource theory suggests that business organisations can opt for better environmental performance if their resources available are abundant. That is because improving environmental practices is costly, so some companies have to ensure first their financial situation before inputting resources in efficient environmental practices. Consequently, causation in such a situation suggests improved financial performance results in better corporate environmental behavior [3].

Furthermore, more attention has been paid to the studies of corporate environmental behavior and green behavior. Yu and Zhu [7] analyzed the influence of policy mechanisms, public preferences, and profit motives on the
implementation of positive environmental behavior by companies. Zhou [8] constructed a functional system inclusive of corporate environmental behavior, its driving force, and its performance, in a way to quantitatively illustrate the path and effect of different factors that affect corporate environmental behavior, and pointed out the fact that this behavior is beneficial to improving corporate performance. Meanwhile, corporate green behavior refers to an activity or a series of positive plans conducted by companies in terms of resources and environmental protection, which is equivalent to environmental behavior in connotation. Different scholars have explained that stakeholder pressure promotes corporate’s green behavior by affecting the implementation of corporate forward-looking strategies. For example, Greenley and Foxall [9] first proposed the concept of stakeholder orientation and perfected the stakeholder orientation model with Europe as the background on the basis of market orientation and argued that stakeholder orientation is an important choice for companies to promote environmental protection. Schaltegger et al. [10] examined that the effective participation of stakeholders in monitoring corporate environmental behavior can prompt companies to respond positively to environmental issues.

In spite of the above academic achievements, there is no consistent conclusion that clearly answers the questions raised above, with little attention paid to the impact of financial performance on corporate’s green behavior. Given that financial performance determines the arteries and veins of economic development, it will inevitably promote or restrict the development of corporate green behavior, so this study reveals the internal complex mechanism of how financial performance affects company’s green behavior. Specifically, this study employs the support vector machine (SVM) as the mathematical measurement model as it has been generally used in researches dealing with financial indicators due to its good judgment confirmed on the performance of financial indicators [11, 12]. By adopting this mathematical measurement model, taking companies with good and bad green behavior as samples for a comparative analysis, this article selects three financial indicators of business solvency, profitability, and development ability as they are key measures to represent companies’ economic level and operating status, thereby revealing their complex relationship with company’s green behavior because environmental management in developing counties is less mature than in developed countries [13].

This article is organized as follows. The following section discusses theoretical hypotheses and a mathematical measurement model, followed by research methodology and data analysis and results. Further, this article provides the discussion and conclusion in terms of key findings and implications for theory and practice.

2. Theoretical Hypotheses

In this section, we develop arguments for hypotheses about the complex relationships that tap into environment, economy, and society aspects among variables.

2.1. Business Solvency and Green Behavior. Business solvency is a company’s ability to repay short-term and long-term debts with its assets and is an important symbol to reflect the company’s stable financial conditions and operating ability. Moreover, the strength of business solvency is taken as an important yardstick to measure financial status and economic power [13]. The company with strong business solvency will be more favored by insurance companies and other financial companies if it effectively implements environmental management behavior [14]. From the angle of economic and environmental benefits, Khanna [15] pointed out that many current assessment agencies incorporate environmental protection policies and company’s environmental behavior into the scope of risk assessment. Then, company’s environmental expenditure behavior makes for attracting external investors to expand the size and strength of the economy and thus generate positive effect to their development. In other words, the company with strong solvency engaged in green behavior can help reduce financing cost and broaden its chance of development [16].

In other words, economic ability is increased; then, it will naturally enhance the company’s business solvency, so that the company is more willing to engage in different environmental practices to establish favourable relationship with stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, distributors, and customers) by addressing their environmental concerns. From the angle of social and environmental benefits, the company with strong business solvency usually has stable operation ability and can timely repay the loans owed when funds are returned. It has prestige and credibility in stakeholders. Such a company has a sense of social ethics and pays attention to maintaining a positive corporate image. Therefore, it will actively implement green practices to safeguard the welfare of the society where people live.

With the deepening of environmental protection behavior, such companies will gain more and more social recognition, including a variety of financial institutions and partners, which is conducive to improving the company’s financial indicators and improving its solvency. Following that, we believe the company with strong business solvency can gain stronger competitive advantage in environmentally friendly protection with a result of financial and social performance improved. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H1: business solvency is strongly associated with company’s green behavior.

2.2. Profitability and Green Behavior. Profitability is understood as the capital or capital appreciation ability manifested usually as the level and amount of company’s earnings in some period, so it is defined as a company’s ability to gain profits [17]. The company with strong profitability usually produces products or provides services that are loved by consumers and win broad market recognition and wins consumers’ increasing recognition of green products. Nowadays, as citizens’ awareness of social responsibility and safety improves, consumers are increasingly advocating green consumption; thereby, they would
like to pay environmental protection premium for products that have fulfilled their environmental responsibilities [18].

In order to further gain more market share, the company’s profitability can impact the investment of environmental initiatives with better financial status as such companies enable better environmental initiatives than that with poor status [19]. The company with high profitability will pay more attention to reducing environmental pollution and thus will increase investment in equipment and technology and strategies, shifting attention to pollution prevention and control in the production process; doing such can realize energy conservation and emission reduction and reduced costs and facilitates effective improvement in green productivity; in this sense, the company is more willing to nurture green behavior and also improve the company’s profitability by more tangible economic returns acquired.

Additionally, the company with strong profitability is a large-scale company with certain scale, whose organizational atmosphere is created to promote employees’ green behavior. Specifically, the company invests in environmental protection budget to launch employee training programs and research and development activities with regard to environmental issues and forward the company’s green behavior. Such a company takes the initiative to assume environmental responsibility and sets up a good reputation on the society, in a way to reduce the possibility of pollution incidents and decreasing additional expenditures incurred therefrom [20]. As the company with strong profitability inputs more energy in environmental protection actions, it will gain more environmental and social benefits and competitive advantage. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H2: profitability is strongly associated with company’s green behavior.

2.3. Development Ability and Green Behavior. Development ability is a company’s potential ability to extend its strength and scale, known as growth ability. It is also called the company’s growth, referring to the development potential created by continuous accumulation and expansion of the company’s operation and production activities [21]. While the company with development ability pursues economic profits, it will focus on building the company’s social image and thus have a sense of social responsibility to comply with social ethics and order, from which the company can be more trusted by its partners and remembered by the mainstream market, thus leading to willingness to protect environment. Under such conditions, it will receive peers’ social valuable resources and will increase efforts to energize environment-oriented production and process, which assists the company to save energy, reduce emissions, improve efficiency, decrease environmental costs, and achieve sustainable development; thereby, it will continuously enhance its competitive advantage in the long run and promote its more willingness to engage in green behavior in turn.

Furthermore, the company with development ability pays more attention to team building within the organization and form an environment-oriented cultural atmosphere. Environmental orientation is deemed as a critical respect of environmentalism [20] that presents the extent to which the company gets involved in overcoming environmental degradation [22]. In such a cultural atmosphere, the idea of environmental protection is embedded in daily routines of employees, and to promote employees to assume environmental responsibility with positive attitude, encourage employees’ full participation in environmental protection activities where their environmental behavior is fostered [23]. Moreover, such a behavior will contribute to shaping an environmentally friendly image for the company on the society, expanding market share to increase sales, and giving rise to better profits eventually; thereby, it is beneficial to enhance the company’s development ability. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis:

H3: development ability is strongly associated with company’s green behavior.

2.4. Mathematical Measurement Model. According to statistical learning theory, support vector machine (SVM) is a method to optimize learning performance by adopting the idea of structural risk minimization. Its basic idea is to nonlinearly transform input data by means of kernel function, map input space to a space of high-dimension, and then receive optimal classification hyperplane in a space of high dimension. In fact, samples in classification problems are more easily separated in an accurate manner in high-dimensional space than in low-dimensional space, which explains why support vector machine is easier to solve classification problems. Since data of financial indicators is spatially distributed in a very complex way, support vector machine is good at processing such data distributed spatially and complexly and is often used in the studies related to financial data [11, 12]. Therefore, this article uses support vector machine as a judgment model to process financial index data and judge whether a company has green behavior. Support vector machine is a generalized linear classifier to carry out binary classification of data by means of supervised learning. Its classification form for a given dataset is

\[ f(x) = \langle w, \phi(x) \rangle. \] (1)

By adopting the regularized risk generalization principle, it can be obtained that

\[ R(w) = \frac{1}{2}||w||^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{m} L(f(x_i), y_i), \] (2)

where \( C \) is the penalty coefficient, \( L \) is the loss function, and its expression is

\[ L(f(x), y) = \max[|f(x) - y| - \varepsilon, 0]. \] (3)

By minimizing \( R(w) \), we can get

\[ w = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) \cdot \phi(x_i), \] (4)

where \( \alpha_i, \alpha_i^* \) are Lagrangian multipliers.
By substituting $w$ into equation (1), the following equation can be obtained:

$$f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) \cdot \langle \phi(x_i) \cdot \phi(x) \rangle$$ (5)

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{m} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) \cdot k(x_i, x) + b,$$

where $\sigma$ is the kernel function. In this article, the Gaussian kernel function is employed, and its expression is

$$K(x_i, x) = \exp\left(\frac{-\|x_i - x\|^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),$$ (6)

where $\sigma$ is an adjustable parameter of Gaussian kernel function and $\|x_i - x\|$ represents the distance between two sample points.

2.5. Research Methodology. A mixed methodology is preferable in this study to clarify our understanding of the complex relationship mechanism of constructs. Quantitative and qualitative methods combined are ideal to generate clearer understanding of the mechanism that underlie quantitative outcomes in at least new territory partially [24]. Moreover, this approach is expected to help corroborate the results of both quantitative and qualitative analyses [25], in a way to provide better findings and improve reliability and validity [26]. The quantitative Study 1 is applied first to confirm the hypotheses and then followed by the qualitative Study 2 to explore selected cases.

3. Quantitative Study 1

3.1. Sample and Data Collection. Taking the concept of green behavior into account, this study selected samples according to the "List of Leading Central Enterprises in the Field of Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection" published by China Enterprise News. It considered companies which have achieved good green behavior effect in environmental protection by employing low-carbon and green production processes and transportation as green samples, involving high-tech companies in energy-saving and environmental protection, new energy, aerospace transportation equipment, and communication and electronic equipment industries, and then, 114 companies were selected from companies listed on Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets.

In view of the range of samples selected, this study chose 114 manufacturing companies listed on Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets in a ratio of 1:1 in areas of petroleum processing, coal mining, and chemical products as control samples, which were on the blacklist issued by the Ministry of Environmental Protection as a result of their poor green behavior in energy conservation and environmental protection. The data came from CSMAR database of Guo Tai’an and the CCER economic and financial database of Xenophon. By using the data of 14 financial indicators of business solvency, profitability, and development ability released from the 2019 annual report, we constructed a preliminary sample indicator system. The financial indicators are specifically reported in Table 1.

The prerequisite for judging financial indicators a company should have for good green behavior is that there must be significant differences in financial data. This study employed the $t$-test to perform significance testing for initial financial indicator system of all samples, with test results shown in Table 2. It was found that debt-to-tangible assets ratio ($X_4$) failed the test at the level of 5%, so that this variable was deleted. Additionally, other 13 financial indicators have all passed the test. To this end, this study selected 13 financial indicators as the final sample indicator system.

3.2. Experimental Design. This study aims at analyzing the complex relationship between financial performance and company’s green behavior. Relying on the hypotheses proposed, financial indicators of business solvency, profitability, and development ability were gradually brought into the model to verify their accuracy and distinguish company’s behavior. That is to say, first, one financial indicator of business solvency, profitability, and development ability was selected and put into the model, respectively, to calculate its judgment accuracy. Second, any two financial indicators out of business solvency, profitability, and development ability were selected to build a dataset, and then the dataset was put into the model to calculate the accuracy of its judgment. Finally, the data of all financial indicators was brought into the model to calculate the accuracy of its judgment. The results were compared and analyzed to determine the validity of financial indicators in judging if the company has green behavior.

For binary classification, it is easier to obtain optimal separating plane in the higher-dimensional feature space, while the core idea of SVM is to build an optimal separating hyperplane to enhance classification accuracy without complex mapping rules. Hence, we ultimately adopted Gaussian RBF Kernel as a kernel function after a series of experiments because of its best prediction results. Regularization parameter $C$ and kernel parameter $G$ are two important parameters set as 1. SVM model is described in detail in Table 3. In addition, by using a ten-fold cross-validation method for model training and verification, this study compared the optimal judgment results with MATLAB2015b as a tool for modeling analysis.

3.3. Evaluation Indicator Design. Three evaluation indicators referring to recall, precision, and accuracy were applied to compare the pros and cons of models. It was assumed that the company with good green behavior was marked positive value while the company with poor green behavior marked negative value. Specifically, the expressions of those three indicators were presented as follows:
Recall  
\[
\text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

Precision  
\[
\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

Accuracy  
\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FN + FP + TN}
\]

where true positive (TP) stands for the number of positive samples that were classified as positive correctly, false negative (FN) for the number of positive samples that were misclassified as negative, false positive (FP) for the number of negative samples that were misclassified as positive, and true negative (TN) for the number of negative samples that were classified as negative correctly. All variables are reported in Table 4.

3.4. Quantitative Analysis and Results. As described in experimental design, we first divided the data of financial indicators into 7 datasets, named Datasets 1 to 7. Among them, Datasets 1 to 3 contain one of three financial indicators out of business solvency, profitability, and development ability in sequence, respectively, wherein Dataset 4 involves the data of business solvency and profitability, Dataset 5 consists of the data of business solvency and development ability, Dataset 6 includes the data of profitability and development ability, and Dataset 7 covers the data of 13 financial indicators in terms of all indicators. After conducting many experiments, the SVM model with radial basis kernel function was capable of obtaining optimal judgment results. Thus, this study adopted it as the judgment model, and then 7 datasets were taken into the SVM model.

3.5. Brief Discussion. In the quantitative Study 1, the experimental results are consistent with the hypotheses proposed, but to further explore why, this study conducted a number of follow-up interviews with typical enterprises with
good or bad green behaviors in different industries to investigate the underlying mechanism of the above relationships.

4. Qualitative Study 2

4.1. Sample and Data Collection. In the qualitative Study 2, this article adopts a case study approach to reveal the relationship mechanism linking financial indicators and company’s green behavior. In order to conduct in-depth comparative analysis, this study selected 64 employees of ten enterprises (A’–J’) with good green behavior on the “List of Leading Central Enterprises in the Field of Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection” and 61 employees of ten enterprises (A–J) with bad green behavior on the blacklist as final interviewees. We chose senior executives, managers, and employees primarily involved in environmental practices, with an assistance of documentation of those cases. By applying nonstandardized interviews (semistructured and in-depth), we gathered better replies to “why” issues in case study. The departments involved referred to finance, strategic planning, intelligence and standardization, and general management. Each interview lasted 1.5 to 2 hours.

4.2. Data Analysis. Following data analysis of Miles et al., we began our study with a specific thematic analysis of interview transcripts, from which we identified common categories compared to those constructs included in our theoretical model. Followed by a second-cycle coding for identifying patterns, our initial coding was conducted with analysis of every case, so as to capture all expressions of phenomena and explain them in view of extant concepts, i.e., financial indicators and green behavior. Codes regarding the impact of financial indicators on green behavior emerged via a continuous comparison between data newly gathered and that collected previously and their coding. Then, coding deductively began with reviewing extant literatures on financial indicators and green behavior and then extended into inductive interpretation according to additional information.

### Table 5: Results of SVM model for Datasets 1–3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 1</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>62.96</td>
<td>65.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 2</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>67.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 3</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>58.62</td>
<td>61.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean 1</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>62.75</td>
<td>64.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Results of SVM model for Datasets 4–6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 4</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>82.61</td>
<td>81.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 5</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>69.23</td>
<td>71.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 6</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>76.92</td>
<td>79.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean 2</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>76.25</td>
<td>77.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Results of SVM model for Dataset 7 and mean values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 7</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>82.14</td>
<td>87.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean 1</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>62.75</td>
<td>64.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean 2</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>76.25</td>
<td>77.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Comparison of judgment results among Datasets 1–3.

**Figure 2:** Comparison of judgment results among Datasets 4–6.

**Figure 3:** Comparison of judgment results among Dataset 7 and mean values.
given data of interviews and display of all findings [27]. Categories were formed and refined after the association between text coded previously, and codes created newly were checked. Emergent codes and connections among all categories give rise to variables identified, such as three dimensions of financial indicators, and their interpretation of data of interviews caused recurring patterns identified, resulting in green behavior process. Data collection, data analysis, and conceptualization process were constantly overlapped [28] until the relationship between concepts emerged and reached theoretical saturation. Further, to avoid potential bias of respondents, our study put emphasis on both narrative openness and guarantee of problems to be accurately presented.

4.3. Qualitative Analysis and Results. The findings indicated that respondents from companies with good green behaviors agreed that all three financial indicators were associated with their respective corporate green behaviors, as shown in Table 8. Otherwise, for companies with bad green behaviors, these three financial indicators had relatively weak effects on the development of their green behaviors. From the interviews, it was also learned that three financial indicators promoted the development of companies and their environmental protection behaviors, for the reason that when a company’s financial situation was good, it would pay more attention to corporate social responsibility and social image and would further develop environmental protection behaviors; second, a company’s good financial status signified that it could win profits only if its products were sold well on the market, so that the company would like to develop environmentally friendly products and take active green measures, thereby being more willing to perform environmental protection behaviors.

In business solvency, companies with strong business solvency were more likely to be favored by financial institutions due to their stable operation, economic power, good reputation, and financial status and hence, they were more motivated to foster green behaviors. In companies with good green behaviors, respondents all believed business solvency has an impact on company’s green behavior, because it is to manifest a company’s economic strength so that the company is confident to mobilize long-term and short-term funds to ensure sound business development. It is understood the stronger the solvency is, the enhanced ability the company has to operate steadily. For instance, interviewees in Company E emphasized social reputation and corporate image, so it is often a forerunner in environmental protection. Otherwise, in companies with bad green behaviors, interviewees believed to fail to get loans or receive any other investments, or their company was not operated well with low business volume and capital flow, so it did expose disadvantages in business solvency. Hence, they had no money to engage in environmentally friendly product development, and even there would be no time for green behavior.

In profitability, respondents thought that their company had strong profitability, good financial status, and good reputation in society and catered to consumers’ demand for green products, so they had initiative to invest in green productivity. In companies with good green behaviors, interviewees were unanimous that the more profitable the businesses were, the more they would strengthen green behavior to give back to the society. Interviewees in Company C argued that the increase in profitability led to investing more in environmental protection and optimizing green behavior. For example, increasing utilization rate of green resources is to indirectly decrease corporate pollution control costs and potential fines. Interviewees in Company F put forward that all companies underlined the development of green products. The greener the products, the higher the sales, then the more increased the revenue, so that their company would be more willing to invest in practices for green behavior.

In companies with bad green behaviors, interviewees made a point that their company had no instant abilities to carry out green behavior due to low profits available and wage coefficient turned down. Interviewees in Company B indicated that environmental cost accounts for higher proportion in total manufacturing cost, which decreased their profit margins and ultimately led to competitive disadvantage. In this sense, their company would not like to increase environmental input as it was considered an additional cost. Interviewees in Company I described that if they increased the investment in human, material, and financial resources in environmental protection, this would inevitably affect their company’s operations and distribution of revenue.

In development ability, respondents mentioned that they laid emphasis on cultivating their own long-term development potential and social and environmental responsibilities, on delivering green development concept to employees within the organization, and thus indoctrinating them with environmental ideas. In companies with good green behaviors, interviewees explained that green development was required by an objective of current social and economic development. Sometimes, companies that had long-term and promising development insisted on facing up to environmental protection issues, so they would be willing to perform green behaviors voluntarily. Interviewees in Company I believed that their company with strong development ability was willing to give back to the society and consumers, so they had a sense of social responsibility, including environmental protection and social ethics. Accordingly, they would like to have green behaviors. In companies with bad green behaviors, interviewees suggested that their companies had less development ability, sometimes in lack of money or resources to develop green behaviors, so it caused less benefits obtained. Interviewees in Company J mentioned that their company was criticized by name and received a fine because of their improper waste disposal a while ago. Interviewees in Company C emphasized that their company’s development ability was not
### Table 8: Evidence from data illustrating major relationships between financial indicators and company’s green behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical quotes from interviews</th>
<th>Insight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Companies with good green behaviors</strong></td>
<td>Business solvency is strongly associated with company’s green behavior in terms of its favor by financial institutions, stable operation, economic power and financial status, and good reputation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Business solvency is often a key factor in measuring a company’s reputation in society, standing for credibility in society. The company with strong business solvency tends to take good care of their reputation, so they will actively participate in green practices.” (Company E+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The company has strong business solvency, implying that it has the ability to repay debt, has economic development potential, and will also establish green behaviors to enhance trust between partners.” (Company C+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our company has no debts in arrears, but has stable and good operating efficiency, and has a high reputation in the industry. It is well known that our company is a role model in green behavior area, and is the first to apply many environmental protection measures.” (Company G+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The company that has long-term debts must be the one in poor financial condition. Such a company often has poor prospects, so that it will think more about their own interests rather than their contributions to environmental causes.” (Company B+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our company has been good in green practices before, and has invested a lot in the development of green innovative products, but recently some problems have occurred in capital chain, causing debts not to be repaid in time, so green products developed have to be terminated, which hinders our green behavior.” (Company D-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our company has been busy with product development in large-scale heavy industry, so we have debts not repaid as there has been no return of funds before we sell our products out, I am afraid we have no power to care about green behavior.” (Company C-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business solvency</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Companies with bad green behaviors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our company has been good in green practices before, and has invested a lot in the development of green innovative products, but recently some problems have occurred in capital chain, causing debts not to be repaid in time, so green products developed have to be terminated, which hinders our green behavior.” (Company D-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Our company has been busy with product development in large-scale heavy industry, so we have debts not repaid as there has been no return of funds before we sell our products out, I am afraid we have no power to care about green behavior.” (Company C-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical quotes from interviews</th>
<th>Insight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Our products have a high reputation in society and are sold profitably. Only by internally digesting environmental protection costs can we ensure the orderly development of our market share, so we have the ability to perform green behaviors.&quot; (Company A)</td>
<td>Profitability is strongly associated with company’s green behavior in terms of its good reputation, financial status, initiative to invest in green productivity, and social and environmental responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Profitability represents a company’s financial status and is positively related to environmental performance, and economically supported, we have incentives to reduce environmental damages.&quot; (Company I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;With good profits, we have the energy to focus on green behaviors, such as adjusting green product structure and upgrading industrial structure, because environmental protection activities can increase corporate revenue, such as converting waste into reuse, or even turning it into products for sales. These green products bring additional benefits to our company.&quot; (Company B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Profitability is of course an issue that affects the company’s environmental responsibilities. The company with strong profitability usually has large-scale, wide market coverage, and great impact, so it should be most aware of environmental impact of their operations and should actively take actions to bear corresponding environmental responsibilities.&quot; (Company D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;In order to solve external environmental problems, the company will inevitably have capital investment, which can reduce its operating profits. Thus, we have not carried out green behaviors.&quot; (Company F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Because of limited profitability, we have not paid too much attention to technological innovation to produce green products and meet the growing green demand of consumers, resulting in a decrease in market share.&quot; (Company H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Our company’s profits are not good enough. Survival is our top priority. We have the willingness to perform green behaviors but our real strength does not allow us to do so. We are more concerned about expanding market and improving business development, so we rarely take into account green behavior.&quot; (Company E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prominent, they were weakly aware of obligation and responsibilities for future development, and thus, that was the reason that they were unable to actively perform green behaviors.

4.4. Brief Discussion. In Study 2, the results are consistent with those in Study 1, verifying H1, H2, and H3. More importantly, the longitudinal case studies revealed new findings of the underlying relationship mechanism between variables, as depicted in Figure 4. The frame reports that three financial indicators have different influences on company's green behaviors through diverse channels and also, to adapt to the development trend of the times, companies actively start green activities to implement green behaviors and meet green needs of stakeholders so as to win their support, this is conducive to companies' long-term construction of competitive advantage as their green strategic objectives will provide them with a large number of business opportunities. For example, in this case, some profitable companies that embarked money in pollution-reducing processing equipment achieve competitive advantages; by means of brand recognition and customer loyalty, they can perfect their products towards higher quality of environmental protection, decreased pollution to the environment, and balance of the relationship between corporate economic benefits and the environment. Hence, these companies will keep sustainable competitive advantages in the long run.

In a similar way, when companies undertake a series of environmental management measures to upgrade the quality of environmental assets for production in supply chain, all moves satisfy market value conditions with unique, irreplaceable, and nonimitable green products, thus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical quotes from interviews</th>
<th>Insight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Our development prospects are very optimistic, we have always had a sense of social and environmental responsibilities. We have a good image in society and are willing to set an example in environmental protection decisions and behaviors.&quot; (Company H)</td>
<td>Development ability is strongly associated with company’s green behavior in terms of its social and environmental responsibilities, long-term development potential, and providing environmental ideas to employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Our company has relatively weak development ability, for those with strong abilities, they are obliged to return to the market and to the society with healthier and green products, but we have not done enough at this point.&quot; (Company D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The development prospects we face and our existing development ability limit our vision for future development in every respect. For us, following the original supply chain activities will bring us the same benefits as before, but we are also trying to change to cater to environmental protection. but it is impossible to achieve rapid change of concept in a short period.&quot; (Company A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Our development ability has not yet made it possible for us to immediately focus on the development of green behavior, because this requires a transformation from the inside to the outside. First, our company has not set off such a green atmosphere to employees. Second, we have no suppliers to provide environmentally friendly resources. These may be determined by our original heavy industry development route.&quot; (Company G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
improving companies’ three financial indicators in diverse ways in turn. Finally, it secures green behavior quality and elevates it to a higher level.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This article adopts the mixed methodology to investigate the complex relationships mechanism between key financial indicators and company’s green behavior with a sample of companies with good or bad green behaviors for a comparative analysis. The results show that business solvency, profitability, and development ability are strongly associated with company’s green behavior, respectively.

The three financial indicators selected in this article are all key indicators of corporate financial status, reflecting enterprise development and operational stability. This study analyses their impact on company’s green behavior from different perspectives. The findings of this study are in line with the existing research trend that a company’s financial status affects whether it is engaged in environmental protection and development [23], implying that companies will be committed to engaging in environmentally responsible and economical operations while acknowledging stakeholders’ interests and will, and also, to improve company’s reputation; companies will take efficient advantage of resources to lower raw material costs and reduce possible pollution costs and fines. This confirms to the result that when companies consider environmental protection incidents in the long run, they will deliver environmentally friendly products to customers, so that they can increase market share and/or charge higher price for their products [15]. From this, companies’ environmental protection or green behavior will become a potential source of corporate competitive advantage [29, 30].
Combined with the findings of this study, it can be found that our results show a dual-effect relationship between financial performance and corporate green behavior. Specifically, when companies are in pursuit of better environmental practices, their brand profile and social image will be raised up to let them be trusted by more stakeholders in the society and further, they will take more social responsibilities and realize higher work efficiency for consumers and for their economic benefits. As a result, our findings also demonstrate the bidirectional and cyclical relationship effect among environment, society, and economy, as shown in Figure 5. This is in line with existing researches. For example, Walter [31] and Woolman and Veshagh [32] believed that environmental and economic benefits can be effectively integrated. Our findings also broaden the dimensions of their relationship among environment, economy, and society rather than the prior two.

In summary, through the circular effect depicted in Figure 5, as corporate competitive advantage or financial performance can be improved sustainably, it will inevitably intensify the driving force of green behavior and improve its quality. In this way, our findings corroborate the studies of Abdul and Mohammad [19] who argued that financial development stimulates environmental quality and environmental development in different countries.

5.1. Theoretical Implications. Our study has several theoretical implications to the extant literature; in particular, it makes up for deficiency of most studies that are only conducted in developed countries [13]. As environmental problems become global in scope and environmental management in companies is getting more attention in developing countries, our results first contribute to the green behavior literature by applying a mixed methodology to investigate the complex relationship mechanism between financial performance and company’s green behavior with a comparative study, wherein support vector machine which has good performance to process financial indicators is used as a mathematical model method in the quantitative study.

Second, this study extends the green behavior literature by examining the impact of financial performance on corporate green behavior/environmental behavior as currently many scholars have investigated how firms are financially rewarded for improving environmental behavior [33]. Specifically, our study differentiates how business solvency, profitability, and development ability affect company’s green behavior based on environment, economy, and society perspectives. Hence, our findings complement the sustainability literature that has been discussed recently as a cross-sectional character, following the socioeconomic trend of sustainable development [34].

Third, this study contributes to the green behavior literature by extending the researches regarding financial development-environmental quality [19] and by providing an additional proof to debate on the effect on financial development on environmental quality [34]. More specifically, our findings reveal environmental quality can be improved ultimately after the driving force of green behavior is intensified by financial indicators or by competitive advantage resulting therefrom. Our findings confirm the conclusions that believe financial development is able to promote environmental development and quality [35, 36], but are contradictory to the studies insisting on no effect between them [37, 38].

5.2. Practical Implications. The findings of this study have several practical implications for managers in companies that pursue green behaviors. First, our results show that business solvency, profitability, and business ability are major drivers of company’s green behavior, leading to environmental quality improved in dual ways. Companies can emphasize the complex two-way relationship to improve environmental development while pursuing economic interests. Second, our study takes into account the integration perspectives of environment, economy, and society, so companies can make more effort in assuming responsibility for environmental protection with an increase of investment in green practices, because they can prevent from suffering negative exposure by media, penalties fined by government, and shareholder boycotts, but also achieve both social reputation and better economic benefits in the long run.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research Directions. While this study provides valuable insights for research and practice, it suffers from several limitations. First, our study only selects three key variables of financial performance to investigate how they influence company’s green behavior. Further research is encouraged to analyse other specific variables that may explain company’s green behavior as well in the same context, i.e., long-term or short-term solvency and operational capacity. Second, this study applies the mathematical measurement model to verify the hypotheses proposed. Further research can strive for using other empirical methods to test hypotheses in this study as well as its credibility and extend scope of its application. Third, this study adopts the method of comparative analysis to explore the complex relationships, so that further researches can carry out similar analysis in certain category of enterprises from different perspectives and thus to form systematic and complete longitudinal studies.
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